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electric ﬁeld with their 1) electrical properties (permittivity, dielectric relaxation, and
electrical breakdown) and 2) mechanical
properties (Young’s modulus).[2] Both characteristics ultimately affect their electromechanical effectiveness. Customized and
optimized EAPs have many applications
such as rechargeable lithium-ion batteries,[3] enhancing cardiac regeneration,[4]
haptic feedback,[5] and tactile sensors.[6]
The development of different methods to
achieve an excellent actuation response of
EAPs was investigated in the polymer/
composite,[7] blended polymer,[8] and structural design[9,10] to improve intrinsic properties. Xia et al.[11] introduced a novel relaxor
ferroelectric polymer, leading to the future
improvement of EAPs for a broader range
of electronic applications. Terpolymers
P(VDF–TrFE–CFE/CTFE) presenting the
combination of the ferroelectric–paraelectric
phase yield a high dielectric constant
(ϵr  70) and large electromechanical reaction. However, the main drawback of
these polymers has been their high electric
ﬁeld requirement (E > 100 V μm1)[12] to reach sufﬁcient strain.
Hence, the introduction of the terpolymer/composite including
an effective fabrication processing/assembly has been investigated to enhance electromechanical effectiveness.[12,13] This
motivates the investigation of advanced terpolymer composites
by simply adding the plasticizer agent into the terpolymer matrix.
The plasticizer molecule leads to the increased molecular mobility of the polymer chains, resulting in an increasing dielectric
permittivity and a decrease in the Young’s modulus of the material. The charge trapping at the boundaries of the heterogeneous
morphology tends to induce large Maxwell–Wagner–Sillars
(MWS) polarization effects. Such an adaptation technique is able
to exploit electromechanical coupling through areas of functional
sensor–actuator fabrication technology.[13]
During the last 10 years, EAPs have been used in several actuator applications, such as artiﬁcial muscles,[14] micropumps,[15,16]
and smart steerable guidelines.[17] As a result of their ﬂexible and
excellent electromechanical properties, EAPs have become attractive soft-actuator candidates in electronic devices. Furthermore,
the free-formable attribute of EAPs presents the possibility to
carry out numerous different designs. Considering the manufacturing process of piezoelectric and ferroelectric materials for

Herein, an advanced concept to enhance the actuation ability of electroactive
polymers (EAPs) based on modiﬁed terpolymer P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) is proposed.
Such a polymer matrix attracts a great deal of attention because of its outstanding
electromechanical coupling property, particularly when doped with plasticizers,
e.g., diisononyl phthalate (DINP). Herein, it is demonstrated that by optimizing
the structure’s multilayer design, the electromechanical coupling of the modiﬁed
terpolymer is enhanced with its high dielectric permittivity, low Young’s modulus, and exceptional dielectric strength. This leads to a large strain response as
well as a high mechanical energy density at relatively low electric ﬁelds according
to the electrostriction phenomena. The concept of stacked multilayers is demonstrated as a simple and effective technique to boost the actuation abilities.
Experimental results in accordance with numerical models show actuator performance with a large electromechanical response. This technology shows
feasibility for active optical surface shape control. The potential of multiple-stack
actuators is tested in a small prototype. This demonstrated mirror optical shape
control and correction with a few degrees of freedoms. The proposed Live Mirror
technology is useful for ground- and space-based astronomy and communications telescopes.

The ﬂexibility and semicrystalline structure of electroactive
polymers (EAPs) allows a variety of electroactivity developments.
The EAPs have been attractive in many sensor–actuator technology ﬁelds, especially for electromechanical response[1] in
piezoelectric, electrostrictive, and ferroelectric materials. We
characterize the response of these polymers to an external
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actuator devices, all intermediate processes require many complex components such as the fabrication of lead zirconate titanate
by the sol–gel method,[18] the spin-coating process in polyvinylidene ﬂuoride preparation,[19] and monolithic polymer construction.[20] For this reason, to mitigate the complexity of fabrication
processes, relaxor ferroelectric polymer (terpolymer) has turned
out to be an alternative material in various actuator applications.
Apart from intrinsic material modiﬁcation, there is an opportunity to achieve a large electromechanical response through structure multilayer stacking. For example, 15 layers of terpolymer
were used for a microlens application.[21,22] In this article,
the modiﬁcations of terpolymer characteristics and terpolymer
multilayer stacks are explored.
Active optics is a technology used with deformable optical
telescopes that are able to maintain telescope optical performance. The active optics technology was developed in the
1980s,[23] when Hardy introduced a new technology of active
optics, using cylindrical piezoelectric actuators (Lead Titanate
Zirconate) evolving from a separate piston or position actuator
to make a small deformable mirror. Freshly, active optics technology is still desirable to overcome technological advancement.
Here are some examples of active optic projects-i.e., Observation
de la Terre Optique Super-Résolue; high resolution earth observing optical system[24] was designed to have folding mirrors
consisted of CILAS 63 actuators piezoelectric monomorph
within the controlling system. The Ritchey–Chrétien space
telescope[25] was developed and the prototype of an active optics
system operated through drive actuators (Piezoknob CLA2201
from Janssen Precision Engineering, JPE). Obviously, the
deformable optics control system mostly is involved piezoelectric
actuators. Here, we intimated the novelty of implementing EAP
actuators in the active optics telescope. The breakthrough
targeted by the technology we propose here is to achieve active
(a)

shape control with many degree-of-freedom force actuators and
sensors in an additive 3D printing-based technology that relies
on optimized EAP systems. The advantages of free formability
(used for local area correction), printability (multishape, multilayer, and massive productivity), and relaxor ferroelectricity
(no poling is required and low-driven voltage input is needed)
make EAP a promising actuator candidate, applying it in active
optics applications.
Recently, our research collaboration introduced a novel hybrid
dynamic live optical surface technique,[26–28] which we called
the Live Mirror project. Our previous work[29] demonstrated
the feasibility of controlling mirror deformation using a single
“multilayer plasticized terpolymer” actuator. By inserting an
eight-active-layer prestressed actuator between two ﬂat glass
plates, a maximum displacement of around 10 μm was attained
at a low electric ﬁeld of 20 V μm1. This technique requires
applying compressional stress to the actuator through the glass
that induces additional deformation of the glass. Here we show
how the symmetric placement of several identical actuators minimizes this effect. This geometry will allow a large-area mirror to
be shaped with independent EAP actuator stacks. Experimental
measurements together with COMSOL Multiphysics® give a
clear understanding on the force generated by the actuator inducing glass deformation with the longitudinal strain 3D color maps
at different levels of applied electric ﬁelds.
Figure 1 shows the proposed architecture in the multilayer
stack force actuators for “global” shaping (EAP multilayer) and
shear electrical polishing (EAP prepolish actuator) modes that
should generate, respectively, large longitudinal and transversal
strains under moderate electric ﬁelds and for realistic load
conditions. In the end, a single EAP layer can create shear
force-induced glass deformation to give rise to small glass-shape
changes. The measurement results together with shear prototype

5 cm

(b)
Reflective Coating
Glass
EAP pre-polish actuator
Soft filter layer

EAP multilayer
Sensors
Support Glass

Mechanical Supported Points

Hybrid telescope optic (HTO) ø = 0.5 m

Figure 1. a) A design for the hybrid structure of a sandwich of warpable surfaces separated by a lattice of variable force EAP actuators in series with force
EAP sensors. b) The shape control system consists of actuator-sensor based EAPs. This particular architecture assumes that shear prepolishing and
vertical external force components are controlled by multilayer EAPs.
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conﬁguration are demonstrated to show how the shear force
generated by actuator expansion can shape the glass surface.
Thin terpolymer ﬁlms were prepared by the solution blending
method. The commercial terpolymer powder (Piezotech
S.A.S/Arkema-France) P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) 56.2–36.3–7.5% was
dissolved with butanone (methyl ethyl ketone—MEK) in a mass
fraction of 20% and mixed with plasticizer agent diisononyl
phthalate (DINP). Such a procedure yields a very homogeneous
and very smooth thick ﬁlm between 200 and 250 μm. To achieve
the homogenous repartition of external loads applied on the
material, a circular shape for the ﬁlms was optimized and sputtered with 25 nm gold electrodes on both sides.
Regarding several studies on multilayer actuators,[30–32] a
functional multilayer topology is designed as a stacking structure
and electrically connected in parallel, performing anisotropic
z-axis electrical conductivity. Such an optimized architecture
linearly increases the capacitance of the whole sample proportionally with the number of layers (an eight-layer ﬁlm including
adhesive tape, total thickness is 3 mm).
Concerning actuator performance, four features are relevant to
electrostrictive effects on the electroactive polymer. 1) Electrical
characterization was presented with the dielectric broadband
spectroscopy of dielectric permittivity real part (ε0 ) and loss
tangent (tan δ) in relation to various frequencies. The measurement was handled throughout sweep frequencies from 50 to
1 MHz at a low applied electric ﬁeld of 1 VAC at ambient temperature. 2) The mechanical property deﬁned as Young’s modulus
was characterized at a dynamic stretching of 0.1 Hz alternatively.
The tensile specimen size of 1 cm  4 cm was ﬁxed between a
metal holder and a force sensor. 3) The electrical breakdown

probability of plasticized ﬁlms was examined using DC ramp
waveform at the rate of 500 V s1. The breakdown measurement
setup consists of a wave generator and a high-voltage ampliﬁer.
4) Electromechanical characterization (Figure 2) for the modiﬁed
terpolymer was set up with the above-high-voltage ampliﬁer and
waveform generator. The longitudinal strain (S33) was measured
using a noncontact capacitive sensor with 10 nm precision.
Note that under an excited input voltage, the material deforms
itself due to the well-known electrostrictive effect, leading to a
variation of the capacitance between the air gap of the sample
holder. Such a variation was converted into voltage and the resulting displacement was ﬁnally obtained using the sensitivity value
of the capacitive sensor (i.e., 0.1 mm V1). The longitudinal
strain was deduced by dividing the displacement to initial thickness. Moreover, the multilayer sample leads to a higher precision
in displacement measurement than the one-layer sample, thanks
to its superior thickness and less ﬂexibility, making it possible to
reduce errors from the undesired ﬂexure motion.
The analysis in actuation behavior of the developed material
was conducted by evaluating the strain behavior as a function of
the applied external load created by different weights. However,
actuator performance is not only evaluated by its maximum
displacement in free charge but also by its blocking force at very
low displacement. Thereby, force measurements deﬁne the maximum force generated by the developed EAP (terpolymer) actuator at a given electric ﬁeld.
The EAP’s electrostriction contributes to the quadratic coupling of strain and polarization. In this way, the strain is proportional to a square of the electric ﬁeld or polarization which
can be observed in all materials exhibiting electrostriction.[33]

Figure 2. The setup for displacement measurement using capacitive displacement sensors to measure the electromechanical activities of the electrostrictive polymer. Avoiding errors in the strain measurements, due the ﬂexure motion mechanical clamping for soft and thin ﬁlms, samples were on
horizontal brass disks. With the aim of creating an electric contact, a second brass disk positioned on top of the ﬁlm enabled to easily apply an electric
ﬁeld. The whole moving structure included the rod and two discs, having the initial weight of 5 g, which was considered to be a suitable small stress that
did not affect the material’s movement. To simulate the weight of a piece of glass (Figure 1b), “weights” were successively put on the ﬁlm.
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Induced strain by the external electric ﬁeld mainly originates
from electrostrictive strain (SE), depending on dipole moment
interaction within dielectric materials and strain generated by
Maxwell stress (SM), resulting from the interaction of free
charges between the electrode and/or coulomb interaction.[12]
Therefore, the overall strain (S) is thus given by
S ¼ SE þ SM ¼ ME 2

(1)

where M is the global electrostrictive coefﬁcient and E is an external electric ﬁeld. Considering the material properties related to the
change of strain developed by material polarization, the longitudinal electrostrictive coefﬁcient M33 can be deﬁned as
M 33 ∝

ε0 εr
Y

(2)

where ε0 and εr are, respectively, the vacuum and relative permittivity, Y is Young’s modulus of the sample. Consequently from
Equation (1) and (2), one can see that the strain response can be
considerably improved by simultaneously increasing the permittivity and reducing Young’s modulus. Several investigations[13,34–36]
showed a possibility of achieving this property by doping terpolymer with plasticizers. Figure 3 shows the analysis of the dielectric
constant (ϵr ) and the loss tangent (tanδ) behavior in the function of
various percentages of plasticized terpolymer at sweep frequencies.
As expected, the dielectric constant of the terpolymer signiﬁcantly enhanced as a function of the DINP content. In such a way
the utility of the low molecular weight and the liquid form of the
plasticizer agent can serve as the secondary bond inside polymer
matrix. This effect tends to increase the free volume and thus the
distance between polymer chains, resulting in greater charge
mobility for the modiﬁed terpolymer with respect to the pure
one.[37]
To quantify the dielectric relaxation of the plasticized terpolymer, Figure 3b shows the tanδ loss broadband spectroscopy, corroborating that the ionic conduction of polymer appears at a low
frequency range, and its dissipation factors contain dipolar relaxation losses, ionic conductivity, and interfacial phenomena.[34]
Also, the terpolymer with a higher DINP plasticizer content
presents the shift of the interfacial relaxation regime toward a
higher frequency. Due to the fact that the plasticizer is

incorporated into the amorphous phase of the polymer matrix,
the agent remains independently without attachment to the
primary polymer chain.[37] Both ionic conductivity and interfacial
polarization of polymer with a high plasticizer content may take
less time to complete polarization on the grounds of its larger
amorphous domain and superior charge mobility.[34,37–39] Note
that with a dielectric loss at 1 kHz (Figure 3b, small box at top
right), the loss tanδ increased along with the increasing plasticizer fraction—indicating that the loss of energy mostly depends
on the defect sector of the blended polymer and ionic conduction
at the low frequency range, i.e., DC breakdown strength.
It is established that an exceeded current ﬂow through the
dielectric medium may cause electrical breakdown, which limits
its energy storage and secure operating voltage. The DC breakdown strength probability of the plasticized terpolymer is analyzed via Weibull probability P(E)
PðEÞ ¼ 1  exp½ðE=λÞk

(3)

where E is the breakdown electric ﬁeld of each sample, λ is a scale
parameter portrayed as the breakdown voltage at 63.2% of breakdown probability, and k is data distribution or standard deviation
of the experiment. Figure 4 shows the breakdown probability of
the modiﬁed (DINPs) plasticized terpolymer compared with the
pure one. The dot curve represents the experimental measurement of the breakdown measurement, where the solid line relates
to the ﬁtting model based on Equation (3). Excellent coherence
between experimental and theoretical results has been achieved,
allowing to accurately determine two pertinent parameters,
i.e., the data distribution (k) and the scale parameter (λ) corresponding to the breakdown voltage at 63.2%. The result revealed
that the terpolymer ﬁlled with a maximum DINP weight fraction
(i.e. 12%) showed the lowest electrical breakdown strength.
As a consequence of some defections in the modiﬁed terpolymer,
adding more plasticizer content can limit the operating voltage,
which will be a frontier of strain production. Conﬁrming one
of the goals—for Live Mirror actuators—the new optimized material is more adaptable for low-electrical-input applications.
The mechanical characterization of the samples through the
measurements of Young’s modulus (Y ) related to electrostriction
(2) is shown in Figure 5. Note that Y decreases with increasing

Figure 3. Dielectric broadband spectroscopy of terpolymer doped with different DINP contents: a) dielectric permittivity of the real part and b) dissipation
factor or loss tangent versus frequency 1 VAC.
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Figure 4. Breakdown probability versus electric ﬁeld of terpolymer/DINP
measured with an applied DC ramp.

Figure 5. Young’s modulus of the modiﬁed terpolymer with different percentages of the plasticizer at a 0.1 Hz dynamic stretching of 1%.

plasticizer fraction, particularly at 12% (DINP content). As
expected, the plasticizer agent was usually used for reducing tensile strength and improving ﬂexibility of the polymer. Notably
with DINP, the short chain of phthalate including the polarizable
benzene nucleus tends to provide greater ﬂexibility and faster
fusion to the polymer matrix with respect to other current industrial plasticizers.[37] In the end, adding DINP agent leads to a
reduced Young’s modulus and thus the enhanced electromechanical coupling of EAP, but the plasticizer ﬁller quantity
should be limited to neither create polymer failure, nor deteriorate dielectric breakdown strength.
One of the key features reﬂecting actuation performance is
related to electromechanical coupling that can be characterized
through the conversion between the longitudinal strain (S33) and
the applied electric ﬁeld (E3). Figure 6a shows the temporal evolution of S33 of the modiﬁed terpolymer doped with 8% DINP
excited by a 50 mHz sinus electric ﬁeld with 15 V μm1
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2020, 22, 1901540

amplitude. The electrostrictive behavior of the modiﬁed sample,
with the quadratic dependence of the applied electric ﬁeld on
strain response, is shown in Figure 6b. To optimize the performance of actuation for the multilayer structure, signiﬁcant load
(from 0.76 to 2.74 N) was exerted on the sample at different electric
ﬁeld values (Figure 6c). Such improved results slightly decrease
in S33, when an extra force was applied to the actuator device.
Despite the fact that the input voltage is limited by the low
breakdown strength of the plasticizer agent, the doped terpolymer could achieve a large strain at a very low electric ﬁeld
and signiﬁcant load conditions.[39] These properties improve
the modiﬁed materials (plasticized terpolymer) compared with
the pure one, where very high voltage is needed to reach the same
order of deformation.[34,35] Regarding the dielectric constant (εr ),
terpolymer clearly shows the superior electrostrictive contribution of electromechanical coupling than most classical EAPs.
Indeed, the typical dielectric value of conventional EAPs can
be found in literature, where εrVHB ¼ 4.7 and εrsilicone ¼ 3–4,
whereas the one of the terpolymer is much higher, with
εrterpolymer ¼ 50. This property makes terpolymer one of the most
adequate candidates in the astronomical ﬁeld, especially in active
optics controlling, where a high force is necessary to efﬁciently
deform the mirror surface. Indeed, previous studies[29,35] showed
that the ﬁgure merit of the blocking force strongly depends
on the dielectric permittivity of the material. Based on the
analysis investigated in previous work, it has been revealed
that the plasticized terpolymer exhibits the largest blocking
force as opposed to other former EAPs (i.e. Fblock-silicone  5 N,
Fblock-terpolymer  50 N, and Fblock-plasticized terpolymer  200 N at
applied E ¼ 15 V μm1).[29] This result allows to conﬁrm high
potential of the proposed material in Live Mirror applications.
The strain response versus the plasticizer content at a very low
electric ﬁeld (10 V μm1) shows that the actuator ability ultimately depends on an initial load condition and the nature mechanism of the polymer matrix, as shown in Figure 6d.
To compare the permittivity for a pure and modiﬁed terpolymer, one should determine the behavior of permittivity in the
function of the applied electric ﬁeld (E). An inherent microscopic
parameter of dielectric materials induces a polarity in the crystalline phase, allowing to create huge dipole moments in the
amorphous regime mainly caused by interfacial phenomena,
e.g., MWS polarization. Capsal et al.[36] report the possibility
of using Debye/Langevin formalism, predicting the actuation
ability of the electrostrictive effect in dielectric materials.
Thus, the relative permittivity at a high electric ﬁeld ε0ðEÞ is




E
(4)
ε0ðEÞ ¼ 3ðεðE 0 EÞ  1Þ ðE SAT =EÞ2  1= sinh2
E SAT
where εðE 0 EÞ is the dielectric constant at a very low electric ﬁeld,
E SAT is the electric ﬁeld that compensates the temperature depolarization of the dipole, and E  E SAT and E is the local applied
electric ﬁeld. In such a way, Equation (3) enables to evaluate the
capacitive current Cc as a function of the applied electric ﬁeld E.
The reliability of the current modeled with respect to the experimental current given by the subtraction of leakage current
(or conduction current) from the total measured current[40] is
shown in Figure 7a and the dielectric permittivity at an input
electric ﬁeld up to E ¼ 20 V μm1 is shown in Figure 7b. Both
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Figure 6. Longitudinal strain response (S33) of the modiﬁed terpolymer doped with 8% DINP at an applied electric ﬁeld: a) Temporal evolution of S33 of
the 8% sample excited by a 50 mHz sinus electric ﬁeld with 15 Vμm1 amplitude at preload 1.42 N. b) S33 versus different levels of input electric ﬁeld.
c) S33 versus applied forces at different electric ﬁelds. d) S33 at two different preloads at E ¼ 10 V μm1.

Figure 7. Evaluated electrical behavior of a plasticized 10%DINP terpolymer at an applied electric ﬁeld E: a) the capacitive current after subtracting
resistive current in response to the external applied electric ﬁled and b) dielectric permittivity as a function of electric ﬁeld.

results show that at a higher voltage range the dielectric constant
drastically decreases as the dipole moments are not able to be
further tilted and/or oriented at an electric ﬁeld strength close
to the saturated polarization of the material.
We observed that the current behavior of the plasticized
terpolymer at a applied high electric ﬁeld (E ≥ 10V μm1) is
unconventional with respect to pure terpolymer and other electrostrictive polymers.[34,40] According to empirical modeling, an
estimated permittivity from Equation (4) using experimental current allows to evaluate the electromechanical response of the

Adv. Eng. Mater. 2020, 22, 1901540

plasticized terpolymer at a high applied voltage. Instead of using
the relative permittivity (εr ) in Equation (1) and (2), the strain
response (SðE≫E 0 Þ ) at a high input voltage can be inferred from
the relative permittivity ðε0ðEÞ Þ as the following
SðE≫E 0 Þ ¼

ε0 ε0ðEÞ
Y

E2

(5)

In the end, such a trade-off among electromechanical
coupling, dielectric breakdown strength, mechanical property
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(Figure 6), and optimizing the dielectric permittivity as a function of the electric ﬁeld (Figure 7) dictates the optimized
material—the terpolymer ﬁlled with 8% or 10% of plasticizer—
to be used as a force actuator for our Live Mirror development.
The main goal here is develop a multilayer topology to achieve
extremely high permittivity while maintaining low losses.
Preliminary consideration is that the permittivity is linearly
increased in terms of the layers number. Based on the electric connection of each single ﬁlm, the multilayer ﬁlm was modeled as a
structure of parallel capacitors and its resulting capacitance C is
C¼

n
X

Ck ⇒ C ¼ nC0

(6)

k¼1

where Ck is the capacitance of the layer k and n is the number of
layers, assuming that the capacitance of the n layer is the same as
C0. As shown in Figure 8, the total longitudinal strain (Stotal) of the
pure and the plasticized (10% DINP) terpolymers for n ¼ 0–6
layers was evaluated considering that Stotal ⇒ nSmeasured. The actuator capability of the doped terpolymer with a multilayered
design showed an improved strain response when stimulated
by a low input electric ﬁeld (E). In particular, the quasistatic

strain for the plasticized six-layer ﬁlm at E ¼ 20 V μm1 is
almost an order of magnitude compared with the pure six-layer
ﬁlm (Figure 8a). Using the concept of the actuator’s displacement prediction (Figure 2) as a function of external load (from
0.8 to 4.6 N), the strain response behavior is shown in
Figure 8b. Experimental results demonstrated that the longitudinal strain gradually decreased versus the applied force,
and the highest strain has been recorded for the plasticized
six-layer ﬁlm.
Figure 9a shows the image of the multilayer structure which
consists of actuator layers with their top and bottom gold electrodes and adhesive layers including the electrical connection
(aluminum foils) between actuator layers. The strain achievement of eight samples of the plasticized terpolymer ﬁlm versus
the layer number is shown in Figure 9b, at an alternative electric
ﬁeld of 10 V μm1 (50 mHz frequency) and external load of
142 g or 458 g. The result showed that the linear relationship
between the longitudinal strain and the number of layers
(STotal(n¼1) ¼ 0.4% ! STotal(n¼8) ¼ 2.7%) is in good agreement
with the model of Equation (1) and (2).
The results earlier conﬁrm that the multilayer plasticized
(10% DINP) EAP’s actuator delivers an optimum actuation

Figure 8. Total longitudinal strain (Stotal) of the pure and the modiﬁed 10% DINP terpolymers for the single-layer and six-layer stack: a) Stotal versus
electric ﬁeld (E) under free force. b) Stotal versus force at E ¼ 10 V μm1.

Figure 9. a) The schematic of the multilayer structure and b) total longitudinal strain (STotal) versus number of layers (n ¼ 1–8) for plasticized (10%DINP)
terpolymers at applied external loads of 1.42 and 4.58 N.
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performance at a low applied electric ﬁeld (E) and a signiﬁcant
external load condition. Such a large strain is compliant with the
Live Mirror force actuator development—seeking few microns of
deformation at E ¼ 10–20 V μm and an external load of 1 N.
As a validation for the EAP’s multilayer stack actuators,
Figure 10 shows a proof-of-concept prototype (concept based on

Figure 1b) consisting of four identical eight-layer plasticized
(10% DINP) actuators sandwiched between two ﬂat 3 mm ¼ thick
pieces of glass—control Sc and reaction Sr surfaces. Each actuator
was separately connected through a silver adhesive electrical
path, what is possible to apply input voltage independently or
simultaneously.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

Figure 10. a) Sandwiched glasses with four stacks of actuators in square distribution and b) as modeled via COMSOL. The strain mapping results for the
control surface (Sc) laser interferometrically measured are c) four actuators “in” at E12 ¼ 10V μm1 for actuators #1 and #2 and E34 ¼ 13V μm1 for
actuators #3 and #4; e) E1 ¼ 10 V μm1 for actuator #1 “in” and E234 ¼ 0V μm1 actuators #s2, 3, and 4 “off”. d,f ) show the modelization and simulations results respectively for (c) and (e) conﬁgurations.
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Deformation mapping on the control surface (Sc) was measured through laser interferometrics. Figure 10c shows the Sc
deformation map driven by four active actuators at different
levels of input electric ﬁeld, i.e. E12 ¼ 10 V μm1 for actuators
#1 and #2 and E34 ¼ 13 V μm1 for actuators #3 and #4. As
expected, the longitudinal strain response (D) increases as a function of the applied voltage, leading to a higher deformation in
areas of actuators #3 and #4 with respect to area of the other
samples; Figure 10d shows the same 3D model simulated by
COMSOL Multiphysics code which conﬁrms deformation in (c).
Figure 10e shows the possibility to individually control actuators,
i.e., an E1 ¼ 10 V μm1 on actuator #1, and it is conﬁrmed by
simulation in Figure 10f. In real life such a procedure provides
a positive degree of freedom to control locally the optical surface.
When experimental results (D ¼ 2.1 μm) in Figure 10c,e are compared with the simulated ones (D ¼ 2.5 μm) in Figure 10d,f, the
slight difference is due the fact that the multilayer stack actuator
contains a soft conductive adhesive transfer tape, which was
neglected in the model simulations.
Subsequently, such architecture and the conﬁrmed results by
simulations signiﬁcantly enhance the active surface spatial resolution, i.e., a precise and a local mirror control. As mentioned
earlier, the EAP multilayer stack force actuator is intended to
act/shape locally via longitudinal strain, following possible local
changes in the glass global shape referred to here as global
shaping.
Multilayered EAPs’ shear force actuator is intended to act/
shape via shear force (transversal strain) in reaction to possible
glass surface shape deformations sensed by the sensor as local
curvatures. Such actuation acts as local prepolishing, i.e.,
deforming/acting optimally on the optical shape of surface,
and it is referred to here as electrical polishing.
A simpliﬁed shear architecture for a single-layer terpolymer and
a glass ﬂat surface is shown in Figure 11a, when no electric ﬁeld is
applied, e.g., no expansion stress is transferred to the control optical surface (Sc). When an electrical ﬁeld is applied consequently,
the EAP produces a transversal strain, transferring an expansion
stress to the control optical surface, as shown Figure 11b.
To improve the transversal strain S, a single EAP layer would
be transformed in a multilayer (Seg1 þ Seg2 þ Seg3), producing
S1 þ S2 þ S3, where S1 < S2 < S3 in the case as shown in
Figure 11c. Seeking to accomplish the maximum deformation
of the control optical surface produced by single-layer shear actuator, one would optimize the total (in our case Seg1 þ Seg2 þ Seg3)
single-layer thickness ST. Experimental results (Figure 12) show
that the maximum displacement of the slumped glass tends to
be saturated when the total thickness ST of the actuator reaches
1 mm, e.g., ﬁve layers of terpolymer (10%DINP) of 200 μm thickness for each single layer.
A multilayer EAP proof of concept was developed—a single
2 mm-thick glass surface Sc with an integrated 8%DINP terpolymer with a 4 cm-diameter circular actuator (Figure 13a)—to operate in the shear mode. To characterize the shear force generated
by transversal strain, deformation measurements Dz of the control glass surface were assessed via a laser interferometer.
Experimental results in Figure 13b,c show the control optical surface deformation Dz respectively produced by the one-layer and
the ﬁve-layer terpolymer at an electric ﬁeld E from 0 to 18 V μm1
applied in the direction of thickness. The results show that the

Adv. Eng. Mater. 2020, 22, 1901540

Figure 11. Shear actuator prototype illustration depicting the cross section of the sample: a) without electric ﬁeld and b) at an applied electric
ﬁeld, the control surface (Sc) slumped down by the expansion stress from
total EAP transversal strain.

Figure 12. The maximum displacement at the center of the shear glass
sample versus total thickness of actuator (summing up layer by layer)
at three different levels of applied electric ﬁelds.

control optical surface signiﬁcantly slumped down as it was
induced by a transversal strain via external electric ﬁeld E.
The shear improvement measured by Dz was 3 larger for
the ﬁve-layers 8%DINP compared with the single-layer one.
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Figure 13. a) A multilayer EAP shear actuator proof of concept: a single 2 mm-thick glass optical surface Sc with an integrated 8%DINP terpolymer with a
4 cm-diameter circular actuator. b,c) show 3D intensity plots on the (0,X) and (0,Y) orthogonal sections for the control optical surface deformation Dz
respectively produced by the one-layer terpolymer and the ﬁve-layer terpolymer at an electric ﬁeld E from 0 to 18V μm1 applied in the thickness direction.

These preliminary results for the proof-of-concept shear actuator conﬁrm the feasibility of a mode of force actuators acting/
deforming via shear force (transversal strain) locally on a control
optical surface, i.e., deforming optimally on the optical shape of
surface electrical polishing.
A novel hybrid active shape control design based on a doped/
plasticized terpolymer has been demonstrated. The proposed
architectures in the multilayer stack force actuators for global
shaping and for shear “electrical polishing” modes generate
respectively large longitudinal and transversal strains at moderate electric ﬁelds and for realistic load conditions. Experimental
results showed the great potential for thin glass shape correction
with EAP force actuators. This is useful for shape control of
reﬂective optical surfaces. Achieving active shape control with
many degree-of-freedom EAP force actuators will use additive
3D printing-based technology, as demonstrated here. Such a

Adv. Eng. Mater. 2020, 22, 1901540

controlled EAP glass sandwich system creates a hybrid metamaterial with good effective stiffness-to-density ratio properties. The
development of 3D-printable actuators for force and sensing will
allow scalable systems with hundreds of actuators and high precision that allows deformation resolutions in the nanometer
range with maximum deformations of several micrometers—
a main goal for the Live Mirror project.
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